
Shaya And Boris Margolin 

This is a picture of my brothers, Shaya and Boris Margolin, as students of Uzhgorod Medical
College, in a summer military training camp, photographed in their Red Army military uniforms.
Shaya is on the left and Boris is on the right. The photo was taken in Uzhgorod in 1948. My brothers
finished school in May 1946 and received their [mandatory] job assignments in Uzhgorod, where
they were to work as assistant doctors. They completed their mandatory two-year assignment and
entered the Medical Faculty of Uzhgorod University in 1948. They graduated from there
successfully. My younger brother was the best student in his group; the older one had problems.
He was often ill and missed classes. My younger brother's professor wanted him to continue his
studies at the post-graduate school. Shaya was to receive a 'red diploma' [diploma with a red cover
issued to graduates that had all excellent marks. Other diplomas had a blue cover]. After passing
his state exams he went to the dean's office where he signed up for the receipt of a red diploma
and then, a few hours later, he received a diploma in a blue cover at the ceremony. Someone in
the management didn't like the idea of a Jewish post-graduate student. I remember Shaya coming
home that evening. He threw his diploma on the table angrily. This was one of the very few cases
in my life when I faced anti-Semitism. Both of my brothers received a job assignment in
Subcarpathia: my older brother was to work in Uzhgorod and my younger brother in Irshava town,
120 kilometers from Uzhgorod. Boris died in Uzhgorod on 30th May 1955 at the age of 29. He died
of a heart attack. He had a weak heart due to the malaria that he had in evacuation. We buried him
in the Jewish section of the town cemetery. His colleagues and former fellow students came to the
funeral. Shaya, lived his life in Irshava. He was a well-known and respected doctor. Shaya married
Galia Bezuglaya, a local Ukrainian girl, in 1957. I was very upset that my brother was marrying a
non-Jewish girl. I was afraid that if there was an argument, which wasn't an unusual thing in a
family, my brother's wife might say an anti-Semitic word. Fortunately, it didn't happen. My wife's
brother and I became very close in the flow of years. Their son Boris, named after Shaya's older
brother, was born in 1960. After finishing school Boris decided to become a doctor. He finished a
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Medical College in Uzhgorod. He works as a doctor in Irshava. Boris is married and has a wonderful
daughter. For his achievements in healthcare Shaya was awarded the order of the Red Labor
Banner. He died in Irshava in 1992. Shaya was buried in the common cemetery in Irshava. I keep in
touch with his wife and his son's family. They sometimes visit me.
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